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Everybody knows that Thomas Edison devised electric light and domestic electricity supplies, that
Guglielmo Marconi thought up radio and George Westinghouse built the world's first hydro-electric power
station. Everybody knows these 'facts' but they are wrong. The man who dreamt up these things also
invented, inter-alia, the fluorescent light, seismology, a worldwide data communications network and a
mechanical laxative. His name was Nikola Tesla, a Serbian-American scientist, and his is without doubt
this century's greatest unsung scientific hero. His life story is an extraordinary series of scientific
triumphs followed by a catalog of personal disasters. Perpetually unlucky and exploited by everyone
around him, credit for Tesla's work was appropriated by several of the West's most famous entrepreneurs:
Edison, Westinghouse and Marconi among them. After his death, information about Tesla was deliberately
suppressed by the FBI. Using Tesla's own writings, contemporary records, court transcripts and recently
released FBI files, The Man who Invented the Twentieth Century pieces together for the first time the
true extent of Tesla's scientific genius and tells the amazing tale of how his name came to be so widely
forgotten. Nikola Tesla is the engineer who gave his name to the unit of magnetic flux. The Man Who
Invented the Twentieth Century. Robert's biography of his childhood hero was launched at the 1999 Orkney
Science Festival, where Robert gave a talk on Tesla in conjunction with Andrej Detela from the
Department of Low and Medium Energy Physics at the Jozef Stefan Institute in Ljubijana, Slovenia.
Reviews Robert Gaitskell, a vice-president of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, writing in the
Times Higher Education Supplement, said: "Robert Lomas is to be congratulated on an easy-to-read life of
a tortured genius. The book not only takes takes us through the roller-coaster fortunes of Tesla, but
also has well-constructed chapters on the history of electrical research and on lighting. Although
dealing at times, with difficult technical concepts, it never succumbs to jargon and remains
intelligible to the informed lay-person throughout. Every scientist or engineer would enjoy this tale of
errant brilliance, and a younger student would be enthused towards a research career." Angus Clarke,
writing in the Times Metro Magazine said: "Nikola Tesla is the forgotten genius of electricity. He
invented or laid the groundwork for many things we take for granted today including alternating current,
radio, fax and e-mail. A Croatian immigrant to America in 1884 Tesla combined genius with gaping
character flaws and an uncanny ability to be ripped off by everyone. This is scientific popularisation
at its most readable." Engineering and Technology Magazine said: "This book is fun, which is not
something one often says about engineering books...Tesla is most widely known for the magnetic unit that
bears his name, but sadly little else. This book is a thoroughly entertaining way of correcting that
injustice, a must for engineers, especially electrical ones."
Filled with entertaining history, archival images, pop culture ephemera, and interviews with NASA
scientists, The Big Book of Mars is the most comprehensive look at our relationship with Mars—yesterday,
today, and tomorrow. Mars has been a source of fascination and speculation ever since the Ancient
Sumerians observed its blood-red hue and named it for their god of war and plague. But it wasn't until
1877, when "canals" were observed on the surface of the Red Planet, suggesting the presence of water,
that scientists, novelists, filmmakers, and entrepreneurs became obsessed with the question of whether
there's life on Mars. In The War of the Worlds, H.G. Wells suggested that we wouldn't need to make
contact with Martians—they'd come for us—while, many years later, Nikola Tesla claimed that he did make
contact. Since then, Mars has fully invaded pop culture. It has its own day of the week (Tuesday, or
martis in Latin), candy bar, and iconic Looney Tunes character. It has been the subject of novels and
movies, from Ray Bradbury's The Martian Chronicles to Mars Attacks! to The Martian. And it has sparked a
space-race feud between Elon Musk and Jeff Bezos, who both hope to send a manned mission to Mars in the
near future.
Over 1 million sold in series! When they step into the Imagination Station, kids experience an
unforgettable journey filled with action-packed adventure to inspire their imaginations. With each book,
they’re whisked away with cousins Patrick and Beth to embark on a new journey around the world and back
in time. In Freedom at the Falls, the Imagination Station takes Patrick and Beth to 1860s America, the
time of the Civil War. There they meet key historical figures of the period and help conduct escaping
slaves along the Underground Railroad to freedom in Canada. This is the first in a three-part story arc
focusing on Civil War America.
From Pulitzer Prize-winning author Morris comes a revelatory new biography ofThomas Alva Edison, the
most prolific genius in American history.
Nikola Tesla for Kids
Who Was Nikola Tesla?
Prophet of the Modern Technological Age
A Romance of the Mind
Madman in Manhattan
Abafi

NEWLY REVISED EDITION! HERE NOW -- IN THIS EXPANDED WORK -- ARE SOME OF THE MOST BIZARRE
EXPERIMENTS CARRIED OUT BY THE WORLD'S GREATEST ELECTRICAL WIZARD UNDER THE MOST HUSHHUSH OF CIRCUMSTANCES. EXPERIMENTS DEALING WITH. . . TIME TRAVEL, ALTERNATIVE AND FREE
ENERGY, AS WELL AS A POSSIBLE NAZI "FLYING SAUCER" CONNECTION. Nikola Tesla was the genius
credited for creating much of modern, electrical technology. Yet, his contributions have been largely forgotten.
An examination of Nikola Tesla's lost papers -- some of which were confiscated by the U.S. government after
his death -- shows that Tesla was interested in and experimented with many concepts that have been regarded
until recently as "wild ideas." It's no surprise that Tesla was loath to speak of these kinds of interests -- after
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all, even now these areas of study still come under fire by the majority of mainstream scientists who refuse to
use their imaginations and intellect and scorn such matters with terms such as "voodoo science" and
"unadulterated quackery." It is now known that there have been a number of top-secret programs that were
devoted to either investigating or, shockingly enough, actively using technology based on some of Tesla's
more unorthodox ideas. Both the United States and Russia have active Particle Beam and RF (radio-frequency)
weaponry that has been in operation since the early 1970s -- all as a result of Tesla's early 19th and 20th
Century experiments. To say that there are other black budget projects involving Tesla-based research would
vastly underestimate the total amount of research and development being conducted right now by many
countries worldwide. And these are the projects that we know about. Who knows how many deep, dark, secret
projects are being conducted right now with science that could be decades, even hundreds of years, beyond
what civilian science knows about today? This work exposes such topics as: Reverse Gravity -- Free Energy -Contact With Hidden Dimensions -- Mysterious Radio Signals From Space -- Earth Changes -- Freak Weather
Patterns -- Electric Death Rays -- UFOs -- Particle Beam Weapons and much, much more.
Nikola Tesla was a major figure in the world in which he lived. As the nineteenth century gave way to the
twentieth, it was Tesla who would contribute to some of the world's most amazing inventions. It was Tesla's
theories, patents, and experiments that would pave the way for the digital, wireless world we are so familiar
with today. Tesla didn't enjoy the high honors bestowed on so many of his contemporaries, yet he enjoyed the
power of knowing that it was his inventions that were powering the world, literally. Inside you will read about...
✓ Early Life ✓ Alternating Current and the Induction Motor ✓ Patents, Radio and X-rays ✓ Wardenclyffe Years ✓
Personal Life ✓ Later Years ✓ 10 Things You Never Knew About Nikola Tesla And much more! This book will
take you through the life of Nikola Tesla. From his humble beginnings in Croatia to all he would accomplish as
a citizen of the United States, Tesla shows how his imagination fueled his creativity and brought his inventions
to life. See Nikola Tesla for what he truly was; an extraordinary visionary who sparked the world.
A lyrical biography of the eccentric engineer and inventor Nikola Tesla “An elegant and enlightening look at a
man who brightened the whole world.” –Booklist, starred review Born at the stroke of midnight during a
lightning storm, Nikola Tesla grew up to become one of the most important electrical inventors in the world. But
before working with electricity, he was a child who loved playing with the animals on his family's farm in Serbia.
An inventor since childhood, Tesla's patents encompassed everything from radar and remote-control
technology to wireless communications. But his greatest invention was the AC induction motor, which used
alternating currents ( AC) to distribute electricity and which remains the standard for electric distribution today.
Tesla's love of animals also remained constant throughout his life and led to his anointment as the Pigeon
Charmer of New York for his devotion to nature's original wireless messengers. Exploring his groundbreaking
inventions against the backdrop of his private life, A Life Electric introduces Nikola Tesla to young readers
unlike ever before. Azadeh Westergaard's lyrical debut brings compassion and humanity to the legacy of the
brilliant inventor, while the esteemed illustrator Júlia Sardà deftly brings him to life.
An electric novel of the extraordinary life of one of the twentieth century's most prodigious and colorful
inventors Nikola Tesla was a man forever misunderstood. From his boyhood in what is present-day Croatia,
where his father, a Serbian Orthodox priest, dismissed his talents, to his tumultuous years in New York City,
where his heated rivalry with Thomas Edison yielded triumphs and failures, Tesla was both demonized and
lionized. Tesla captures the whirlwind years of the dawn of the electrical age, when his flair for showmanship
kept him in the public eye. For every successful invention—the alternating current electrical system and
wireless communication among them—there were hundreds of others. But what of the man behind the image?
Vladimir Pistalo reveals the inner life of a man haunted by the loss of his older brother, a man who struggled
with flashes of madness and brilliance whose mistrust of institutional support led him to financial ruin. Tesla: A
Portrait with Masks is an impassioned account of a visionary whose influence is still felt today.
The Lost Journals of Nikola Tesla
The Fantastic Inventions of Nikola Tesla
Imagination and the Man That Invented the 20th Century
Edison
Tesla, Elon Musk, and the Bet of the Century
And Other Writings
"I found the journal at work. Well, I don't know if you'd call it work, but that's where I found it. It's the lost journal of
Nikola Tesla, one of the greatest inventors and visionaries ever. Before he died in 1943, he kept a notebook filled with
spectacular claims and outrageous plans. One of these plans was for an "Interdimensional Transfer Apparatus"--That
allowed someone (in this case me and my friend Pete) to travel to other versions of the infinite dimensions that make up
the multiverse. Crazy, right? But that's just where the crazy starts." [back cover].
Nikola Tesla was one of the 20th century's great pioneers; his role in advancing electrical energy through the use of
alternating current, and his stupendous engineering finesse, make this biography by journalist John J. O'Neill a fine read.
Born in a Serbian village to a religious family, Nikola demonstrated an early interest in physics. The nascent science
behind electricity - in the 1870s a mysterious, unharnessed force - became his passion. Though the young man's
engineering aspirations were almost derailed when he contracted cholera, and later by Austro-Hungarian conscription,
Tesla managed to enrol to study in Graz, Austria. A top-class student, tutors admiration for Tesla's gifts and boundless
curiosity was tempered by concerns over his tendency to overwork. These attributes marked Tesla's professional life; an
obsessively driven man, Tesla's gifts for invention were amply demonstrated and rewarded in the United States. As his
ambitions grew in size and scope, Tesla was hailed as a visionary.
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In this “informative and delightful” (American Scientist) biography, Margaret Cheney explores the brilliant and prescient
mind of Nikola Tesla, one of the twentieth century’s greatest scientists and inventors. In Tesla: Man Out of Time,
Margaret Cheney explores the brilliant and prescient mind of one of the twentieth century's greatest scientists and
inventors. Called a madman by his enemies, a genius by others, and an enigma by nearly everyone, Nikola Tesla was,
without a doubt, a trailblazing inventor who created astonishing, sometimes world-transforming devices that were
virtually without theoretical precedent. Tesla not only discovered the rotating magnetic field -- the basis of most
alternating-current machinery -- but also introduced us to the fundamentals of robotics, computers, and missile science.
Almost supernaturally gifted, unfailingly flamboyant and neurotic, Tesla was troubled by an array of compulsions and
phobias and was fond of extravagant, visionary experimentations. He was also a popular man-about-town, admired by men
as diverse as Mark Twain and George Westinghouse, and adored by scores of society beauties. From Tesla's childhood in
Yugoslavia to his death in New York in the 1940s, Cheney paints a compelling human portrait and chronicles a lifetime of
discoveries that radically altered -- and continue to alter -- the world in which we live. Tesla: Man Out of Time is an indepth look at the seminal accomplishments of a scientific wizard and a thoughtful examination of the obsessions and
eccentricities of the man behind the science.
In the Universe, the real value of Archimedes' constant Pi(π) is calculated. It can be found in nature at all times, in the
past, present, and future. Pi(π) is born when the Universe and Galaxies are born, and its value ends. When a massive bang
occurs. This means that I've figured out what Pi(π). In other words, according to my research, is time. Science has agreed
that the Big Bang created everything in this and other universes, as we all know. The birth and death of galaxies and other
celestial bodies is a never-ending cycle. Our forebears wanted to communicate to us a hidden pattern. After a tremendous
bang, everything goes back to zero and things start to form anew. God's mathematical fingerprint of God. My proofs are
mentioned in this study book.
Tesla: Inventor of the Modern
My Inventions
Ludicrous
Bright Dreams
The Life and Times of Nikola Tesla : Biography of a Genius
The Myth of the Lone Genius in the History of Innovation
One of science's great unsung heroes, Nikola Tesla (1856-1943) was a prophet of the electronic age. His
research laid much of the groundwork for modern electrical and communication systems, and his impressive
accomplishments include development of the alternating-current electrical system, radio, the Tesla coil
transformer, wireless transmission, and fluorescent lighting. Yet his name and work are only dimly recognized
today: Tesla's research was so groundbreaking that many of his contemporaries failed to understand it, and
other scientists are unjustly credited for his innovations. The visionary scientist speaks for himself in this
volume, originally published in 1919 as a six-part series in Electrical Experimenter magazine. Tesla recounts
his boyhood in Croatia, his schooling and work in Europe, his collaboration with Thomas Edison, and his
subsequent research. This edition includes the essay "The Problem of Increasing Human Energy: With Special
Reference to the Harnessing of the Sun's Energy," which anticipates latter-day advances in environmental
technology. Written with wit and �lan, this memoir offers fascinating insights into one of the great minds of
modern science.
Nikola Tesla was a physicist, scientist, electrical engineer, and world-renowned inventor whose
accomplishments faded into oblivion after his death in 1943. Tesla was undeniably eccentric and compulsive;
some considered him to be somewhat of a "mad" scientist. But in reality, he was a visionary. Many of his ideas
and inventions that were deemed impossible during his lifetime have since become reality. He was the first to
successfully use rotating magnetic fields to create an AC (alternating current) electrical power supply system
and induction motor. He is now acknowledged to have invented the radio ahead of Marconi. Among other
things, he developed the Tesla coil, an oscillator, generators, fluorescent tubes, neon lights, and a small
remote-controlled boat. He helped design the world's first hydroelectric plant at Niagara Falls. Nikola Tesla
for Kids is the story of Nikola Tesla's life and ideas, complete with a time line, 21 hands-on activities, and
additional resources to better understand his many accomplishments.
More than just descriptions and details, Thomas Martin attempts to explain in layman's terms the science
behind Tesla's work. He has also included a short biography.?
Over 1 million sold in series! The adventure continues as Patrick and Beth end up in New York City in 1923 as
inventor Nikola Tesla is embroiled in a patent conflict with fellow inventor Thomas Edison. When they step
into the Imagination Station, kids experience an unforgettable journey filled with action-packed adventure to
inspire their imaginations. With each book, they're whisked away with cousins Patrick and Beth to embark on
a new journey around the world and back in time. This easy-to-read adventure, number 21 in the series, is the
latest in the long-running successful series that has sold over 1 million books.
The Autobiography of Nikola Tesla and Other Works
A Life From Beginning to End
The Invention of Everything Else
Son of Aba
The Unvarnished Story of Tesla Motors
The Autobiography of Nikola Tesla

Tesla is the most exciting car company in a generation . . . but can it live up to the hype? Tesla Motors and CEO Elon Musk have
become household names, shaking up the staid auto industry by creating a set of innovative electric vehicles that have wowed the
marketplace and defied conventional wisdom. The company's market valuation now rivals that of long-established automakers,
and, to many industry observers, Tesla is defining the future of the industry. But behind the hype, Tesla has some serious
deficiencies that raise questions about its sky-high valuation, and even its ultimate survival. Tesla's commitment to innovation has
led it to reject the careful, zero-defects approach of other car manufacturers, even as it struggles to mass-produce cars reliably,
and with minimal defects. While most car manufacturers struggle with the razor-thin margins of mid-priced sedans, Tesla's strategy
requires that the Model 3 finally bring it to profitability, even as the high-priced Roadster and Model S both lost money. And Tesla's
approach of continually focusing on the future, even as commitments and deadlines are repeatedly missed, may ultimately test the
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patience of all but its most devoted fans. In Ludicrous, journalist and auto industry analyst Edward Niedermeyer lays bare the
disconnect between the popular perception of Tesla and the day-to-day realities of the company—and the cars it produces.
Blending original reporting and never-before-published insider accounts with savvy industry analysis, Niedermeyer tells the story of
Tesla as it's never been told before—with clear eyes, objectivity and insight.
This volume presents ten new essays on the nature of perceptual imagination and perceptual memory. The central questions are:
How do perceptual imagination and memory resemble and differ from each other and from other kinds of sensory experience? And
what role does each play in perception and in the acquisition of knowledge?
Nikola Tesla was one of the most brilliant and daring inventors and visionaries of his time. My Inventions is Tesla's autobiography,
with focus on his major discoveries and innovations, including the rotating magnetic field, the magnifying transmitter, and the Tesla
coil. His research laid much of the groundwork for modern electrical and communication systems, and his impressive
accomplishments include development of the alternating-current electrical system, radio, the Tesla coil transformer, wireless
transmission, and fluorescent lighting. His story, in his own words, is told with great sincerity and originality.
*A Wall Street Journal Business Bestseller* “A deeply reported and business-savvy chronicle of Tesla's wild ride.” —Walter
Isaacson, New York Times Book Review Power Play is the riveting inside story of Elon Musk and Tesla's bid to build the world's
greatest car—from award-winning Wall Street Journal tech and auto reporter Tim Higgins Elon Musk is among the most
controversial titans of Silicon Valley. To some he's a genius and a visionary; to others he's a mercurial huckster. Billions of dollars
have been gained and lost on his tweets; his personal exploits are the stuff of tabloids. But for all his outrageous talk of minduploading and space travel, his most audacious vision is the one closest to the ground: the electric car. When Tesla was founded
in the 2000s, electric cars were novelties, trotted out and thrown on the scrap heap by carmakers for more than a century. But
where most onlookers saw only failure, a small band of Silicon Valley engineers and entrepreneurs saw opportunity. The gasguzzling car was in need of disruption. They pitted themselves against the biggest, fiercest business rivals in the world, setting out
to make a car that was quicker, sexier, smoother, cleaner than the competition. But as the saying goes, to make a small fortune in
cars, start with a big fortune. Tesla would undergo a hellish fifteen years, beset by rivals, pressured by investors, hobbled by
whistleblowers, buoyed by its loyal supporters. Musk himself would often prove Tesla's worst enemy—his antics more than once
took the company he had initially funded largely with his own money to the brink of collapse. Was he an underdog, an antihero, a
conman, or some combination of the three? Wall Street Journal tech and auto reporter Tim Higgins had a front-row seat for the
drama: the pileups, wrestling for control, meltdowns, and the unlikeliest outcome of all, success. A story of power, recklessness,
struggle, and triumph, Power Play is an exhilarating look at how a team of eccentrics and innovators beat the odds—and changed
the future.
Power Play
Electrical Wizard
A Life Electric
Prodigal Genius: The Biography of Nikola Tesla; His Life, Legacy and Journals
The Inventions, Researches and Writings of Nikola Tesla
Nikola Tesla, Forgotten Genius of Electricity
Brought together by a mutual fascination with pigeons, Louisa, a young chambermaid at the Hotel New Yorker, forms an unlikely friendship with the
hotel's most famous and unusual resident, eccentric and pioneering inventor Nikola Tesla, during his final days. Reprint.
Young Nikola Tesla got a shock when he rubbed his cat's fur. That small spark lit his imagination forever. Covering his early years to his eventual success in
the world of electricity, Bright Dreams showcases Tesla's incredible journey of discovery and perseverance. Author-illustrator Tracy Dockray conveys
Tesla's busy and imaginative world with collage-style artwork and informative sidebars.
Everything you think you know about Nikola Tesla is wrong. Nikola Tesla was one of the greatest electrical inventors who ever lived. For years, the
engineering genius was relegated to relative obscurity, his contributions to humanity (we are told) obscured by a number of nineteenth-century inventors
and industrialists who took credit for his work or stole his patents outright. In recent years, the historical record has been "corrected" and Tesla has been
restored to his rightful place among historical luminaries like Thomas Edison, George Westinghouse, and Gugliemo Marconi. Most biographies repeat the
familiar account of Tesla's life, including his invention of alternating current, his falling out with Edison, how he lost billions in patent royalties to
Westinghouse, and his fight to prove that Marconi stole 13 of his patents to "invent" radio. But, what really happened? Consider this: Everything you think
you know about Nikola Tesla is wrong. Newly uncovered information proves that the popular account of Tesla's life is itself very flawed. In The Truth
About Tesla, Christopher Cooper sets out to prove that the conventional story not only oversimplifies history, it denies credit to some of the true inventors
behind many of the groundbreaking technologies now attributed to Tesla and perpetuates a misunderstanding about the process of innovation itself. Are
you positive that Alexander Graham Bell invented the telephone? Are you sure the Wright Brothers were the first in flight? Think again! With a provocative
foreward by Tesla biographer Marc. J. Seifer, The Truth About Tesla is one of the first books to set the record straight, tracing the origin of some of the
greatest electrical inventions to a coterie of colorful characters that conventional history has all but forgotten.
If you'd like to know what some of history's greatest thinkers and achievers can teach you about awakening your inner genius, and how to find, follow, and
fulfill your journey to greatness, then you want to read this book today. You can score in the highest ranges of IQ...and fail to succeed in life. You can work
incredibly hard...and never realize your dreams. You can stumble across beautiful opportunities...only to watch them wither and die. There's something
else--something considered unfathomable by many--that lies behind greatness. And in Awakening Your Inner Genius, you're going to be taken on an
adventure to discover what that is, and how you can use it to transform your life. You see, genius is a path, not a gift. Studies of history's greatest geniuses
have shown that there is a "genius code," if you will. A combination of very specific traits that we can develop in ourselves, and thus, operate at a genius
level. In this book, you're going to learn things like... Why IQ, opportunities, and working toward that magical goal of 10,000 hours don't comprise the
whole story of great achievers, and what else is needed to walk in the footsteps of our greatest geniuses. How to view and deal with the world as Leonardo da
Vinci did, and embrace the one trait that most accounted for his incredible genius and talents. Lessons from Nikola Tesla on why imagination is so vital to
awakening your inner genius, and insights into the real "secret" to creativity, as explained by people like Jobs, Picasso, Dali, and Twain. How Thomas
Edison was able to go from a mischievous academically challenged kid to the world's most successful inventor, and how you too can formulate and realize
goals like he did. The secret to Alexander the Great's superhuman drive and work ethic, and how you can inspire yourself to pursue your own goals and
dreams with the same vigor and tenacity. What geniuses like Elizabeth I can teach you about the importance of individualism in your journey to greatness,
and how to strengthen your will to break away from conventions, ignore the naysayers, and stay true to your vision and principles. How Hippocrates' epic
quest to reform medicine in ancient Greece was fueled by his unparalleled judgment, and how you too can sharpen your ability to make the right decisions
at the right times and thus move closer to your dreams, one good call at a time. And much, much more... Imagine for a moment how this could change
your life. If you dream of escaping the nine-to-five and striking out on your own, imagine if you knew with certainty that you would succeed. If you don't
like where some aspect of humanity is going, imagine if you could do something amazing about it. If you have a stubborn desire to reach out into our
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culture and write "I was here," imagine if nothing could stop you. So, is the journey to genius right for you? Well, ask yourself the following questions. Who
are you, really, and what are you really capable of? What is your calling, and what might happen in the world if you found out? If these questions ignite a
spark of curiosity in you, then empower yourself to explore their meaning and magnitude. Read this book today and discover what it really takes to find and
follow your bliss, and how to use the lessons passed down to us by some of history's greatest geniuses to systematically rise to top of your fields, activities, and
endeavors.
Nikola Tesla
Father of the Electric Age; a Short Biography
The Brilliant Ideas of Nikola Tesla
The Tesla Secret, Book 1
My Inventions – The Autobiography of Nikola Tesla
Great Lives in Graphics: Nikola Tesla

An introduction to the pioneering ideas of a leading contributor to modern electrical
engineering includes coverage of such topics as his rivalry with Thomas Edison, his innovations
in the field of alternating current and his history-changing role in the development of such
inventions as remote controls, fluorescent lights and cell phones.
In 1919, Nikola Tesla wrote several articles for the magazine The Electrical Experimenter. These
pieces have been gathered together here. In the last few decades of his life, he ended up living
in diminished circumstances as a recluse in Room 3327 of the New Yorker Hotel, occasionally
making unusual statements to the press. Because of his pronouncements and the nature of his work
over the years, Tesla gained a reputation in popular culture as the archetypal ‘mad scientist’.
He died impoverished and in debt on January 7, 1943. When he passed, Tesla didn’t leave behind
much material for the general public. Also, he didn’t have many close friends who would have had
insight into his life sufficient to write about him. Since My Inventions is an autobiography, it
is unique in providing a glimpse into Tesla’s mind and his private thoughts. It tells about the
man, his motivations and the values that he held. My Inventions is a required read for anyone
wanting to know more about one of the greatest inventors of the 20th century – and perhaps of
all time. Contents - My Early Life - My First Efforts at Invention - My Later Endeavors - The
Discovery of the Tesla Coil and Transformer - The Magnifying Transmitter - The Art of
Telautomatics
Get ready for the electrifying biography of Nikola Tesla--part creative genius, part mad
scientist, and 100% innovator. When Nikola Tesla arrived in the United States in 1884, he didn't
have much money, but he did have a letter of introduction to renowned inventor Thomas Edison.
The working relationship between the two men was short lived, though, and the two scientistinventors became harsh competitors. One of the most influential scientists of all time, Nikola
Tesla is celebrated for his experiments in electricity, X-rays, remote controls, and wireless
communications. His invention of the Tesla coil was instrumental in the development of radio
technology.
Tesla’s inventions transformed our world, and his visions have continued to inspire great minds
for generations. Nikola Tesla invented the radio, robots, and remote control. His electric
induction motors run our appliances and factories, yet he has been largely overlooked by
history. In Tesla, Richard Munson presents a comprehensive portrait of this farsighted and
underappreciated mastermind. When his first breakthrough—alternating current, the basis of the
electric grid—pitted him against Thomas Edison’s direct-current empire, Tesla’s superior
technology prevailed. Unfortunately, he had little business sense and could not capitalize on
this success. His most advanced ideas went unrecognized for decades: forty years in the case of
the radio patent, longer still for his ideas on laser beam technology. Although penniless during
his later years, he never stopped imagining. In the early 1900s, he designed plans for cell
phones, the Internet, death-ray weapons, and interstellar communications. His ideas have lived
on to shape the modern economy. Who was this genius? Drawing on letters, technical notebooks,
and other primary sources, Munson pieces together the magnificently bizarre personal life and
mental habits of the enigmatic inventor. Born during a lightning storm at midnight, Tesla died
alone in a New York City hotel. He was an acute germaphobe who never shook hands and required
nine napkins when he sat down to dinner. Strikingly handsome and impeccably dressed, he spoke
eight languages and could recite entire books from memory. Yet Tesla’s most famous inventions
were not the product of fastidiousness or linear thought but of a mind fueled by both the
humanities and sciences: he conceived the induction motor while walking through a park and
reciting Goethe’s Faust. Tesla worked tirelessly to offer electric power to the world, to
introduce automatons that would reduce life’s drudgery, and to develop machines that might one
day abolish war. His story is a reminder that technology can transcend the marketplace and that
profit is not the only motivation for invention. This clear, authoritative, and highly readable
biography takes account of all phases of Tesla’s remarkable life.
In the Matter of Nikola Tesla
A Novel
With Special Reference to His Work in Polyphase Currents and High Potential Lighting
The Truth About Tesla
His Life, Ideas, and Inventions, with 21 Activities
Man Out of Time
Who was Nikola Tesla? Find out in this comprehensive volume that includes Tesla’s autobiography and scientific
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writings, as well as other works that examine his life and career in detail. Nikola Tesla came from a humble
upbringing in what is now Croatia and reached the heights of science and technology in the United States at the
turn of the twentieth century. The Autobiography of Nikola Tesla and Other Works gives readers a compelling
insight into the man whose ideas revolutionized the fields of electrical and mechanical engineering, and who
continues to be a source of inspiration for modern inventors. This volume includes Tesla’s autobiography My
Inventions (1919), articles and diagrams that he published in scientific magazines—including “The Problem of
Increasing Human Energy,” in which he discusses the potential of solar power—and Thomas Commerford
Martin’s The Inventions, Researches, and Writings of Nikola Tesla. A scholarly introduction examines Tesla’s life
and career, and the impact that he has had on generations of inventors up to the present day.
Original material and recently acquired documents form the foundation of a biography of the man who served as
an inspiration for modern electrical inventions
If you want to learn about one of history’s most fascinating minds and uncover some of his secrets of
imagination—secrets that enabled him to invent machines light years ahead of his time and literally bring light to
the world—then you want to read this book. Imagination amplifies and colors every other element of genius, and
unlocks our potential for understanding and ability. It’s no coincidence that geniuses not only dare to dream of
the impossible for their work, but do the same for their lives. They’re audacious enough to think that they’re not
just ordinary players. Few stories better illustrate this better than the life of the father of the modern world, a
man of legendary imaginative power and wonder: Nikola Tesla. In this book, you’ll be taken on a whirlwind
journey through Tesla’s life and work, and not only learn about the successes and mistakes of one of history’s
greatest inventors, but also how to look at the world in a different, more imaginative way. Read this book now
and learn lessons from Nikola Tesla on why imagination is so vital to awakening your inner genius, and insights
into the real “secret” to creativity, as explained by people like Jobs, Picasso, Dali, and Twain.
Nikola Tesla: inventor or magician? Tesla was one of the most famous inventors who ever lived, but after his
death, he was nearly forgotten. He was a celebrity during the height of America's Gilded Age. In this book, you
will read about his friendship with Mark Twain, his furious competition with his former employer Thomas Edison,
his uneasy relationship with billionaire J.P. Morgan, and his rivalry with Albert Einstein. During his lifetime,
Tesla revolutionized the field of electrical engineering with his most famous invention: the induction motor. But
that wasn't all he contributed to the world of technology. His coils, turbines, robotic boats, and mysterious
"death ray" continue to beguile the imagination and inspire the inventors of the 21st century. But who was Tesla
really? This book will take you from his early childhood in Croatia, where he experienced strange optical visions
and "luminous phenomenon" that gave him near super-human powers of memory and visualization, to the "War
of the Currents," Thomas Edison's bizarre campaign to ruin Tesla's reputation. From trying to fight the Spanish
American War with robots, to electrifying the skies of the Colorado desert, and to starting an earthquake in the
middle of New York city, learn how Nikola Tesla shaped the world we live in today.
Tesla: A Portrait with Masks
Time Travel, Alternative Energy and the Secret of Nazi Flying Saucers
Inventor, Engineer, and Physicist Nikola Tesla
The Big Book of Mars
Inventor of the Electrical Age
How Nikola Tesla Lit Up the World
Nikola Tesla was a major contributor to the electrical revolution that transformed daily life at the turn of the twentieth century. His inventions,
patents, and theoretical work formed the basis of modern AC electricity, and contributed to the development of radio and television. Like his
competitor Thomas Edison, Tesla was one of America's first celebrity scientists, enjoying the company of New York high society and dazzling
the likes of Mark Twain with his electrical demonstrations. An astute self-promoter and gifted showman, he cultivated a public image of the
eccentric genius. Even at the end of his life when he was living in poverty, Tesla still attracted reporters to his annual birthday interview,
regaling them with claims that he had invented a particle-beam weapon capable of bringing down enemy aircraft. Plenty of biographies
glamorize Tesla and his eccentricities, but until now none has carefully examined what, how, and why he invented. In this groundbreaking
book, W. Bernard Carlson demystifies the legendary inventor, placing him within the cultural and technological context of his time, and
focusing on his inventions themselves as well as the creation and maintenance of his celebrity. Drawing on original documents from Tesla's
private and public life, Carlson shows how he was an "idealist" inventor who sought the perfect experimental realization of a great idea or
principle, and who skillfully sold his inventions to the public through mythmaking and illusion. This major biography sheds new light on Tesla's
visionary approach to invention and the business strategies behind his most important technological breakthroughs.
When a Stanford University physicist is kidnapped and whisked away to a top-secret research facility near Moscow, he finds that a Russian
oligarch has developed a “free energy” machine based on the lost work of Nikola Tesla. There, he is forced to finish developing the
earthshaking invention. If perfected, the machine will provide unlimited, pollution-free electrical energy extracted from the earth’s very
atmosphere. In so doing, it would make the oil, gas and alternative energy industries obsolete. It could also solve the world’s problems with
poverty and perhaps even climate change. Torn between his scientific ego and the fact that people driven by profit alone are in control of
technology that has such monumental humanitarian potential, the professor reluctantly begins to help with the project. Working side-by-side
with him is a beautiful woman from Tajikistan who has special knowledge related to the device’s operation and is also being held against her
will. The professor soon develops feelings for her, and they both try to escape, which takes them on a harrowing chase through Moscow. The
two are relentlessly pursued not only by the Russian oligarch and his henchmen, but by an oil industry cartel who will stop at nothing to keep
the disruptive technology hidden from the world. Readers of Dan Brown, Michael Crichton, Robert Ludlum, Blake Crouch, and Nelson DeMille
will enjoy this exciting, well-researched techno-thriller.
Nikola Tesla, a Serbian American, was a major contributor to the start of the electric age, which transformed daily life at the turn of the
twentieth century. His inventions, patents, and theoretical work formed the basis of the modern AC electricity system. Meanwhile, his
inventive genius led to the development of the radio, the television, and the modern world as we know it. Tesla was one of America's first
celebrity scientists, much like his competitor Thomas Edison. He enjoyed the company of New York high society, dined at the finest
restaurants, and amazed the likes of Mark Twain with his electrical demonstrations. An astute and gifted showman, he cultivated a public
image of the eccentric genius, though his business skills were lacking. Tesla's last few years were spent alone, living in poverty in a hotel
room paid for by George Westinghouse. Read this book and delve into the life of a fascinating man who helped change the world with his
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inventions.
A fictionalized story of a true-life genius that “reads . . . like one of John le Carr[é]’s espionage novels” (New York Journal of Books). This
account of the inner life of Nikola Tesla—arguably the most influential inventor in history—is a work of speculative fiction that reveals a genius
whose greatest desire was to share his inventions with the world. It offers a compelling portrait of his passionate side, especially his secret
love for his muse Karina, a woman no one else can see who brings him life-altering inspirations. Tesla’s love and obsession with Karina are
the forces driving his work and motivating him in the face of a doubting world. Tesla maintains a loner’s life while working alongside some of
the greatest financial and scientific powerhouses of the age, and faces constant temptation to stray from Karina and his life’s work. This
portrait of a larger-than-life genius brings to light his very human side. “Flacco does an admirable job of showing us a man who was
sometimes the brilliant, prescient Master—the man with an eidetic memory—and sometimes the helpless dupe of lesser, venial men. . . . A
beautifully crafted handling of a difficult—and not always sympathetic—subject.” —Historical Novel Society
From Ancient Egypt to The Martian, A Deep-Space Dive into Our Obsession with the Red Planet
Pi(π) Is Time. Lets Do Time Travel
Tesla
Perceptual Imagination and Perceptual Memory
Wizard
Freedom at the Falls
Witness the story of a Hungarian Knight, Abafi, as he transforms from an evil man, who does selfish acts of his every whim, to a
kind and noble man, who does more for others than he does for himself. Watch him make hard life decisions and search for his one
true love. Experience the story that had a great effect on Nikola Tesla's life, so stated by him in his autobiography, My Inventions. In
this translated text, he states, after reading this book, that: "This work somehow awakened my dormant powers of will and I began
to practice self-control. At first my resolutions faded like snow in April, but in a little while I conquered my weakness and felt a
pleasure I never knew before - that of doing as I willed." This book is finally available to the English speaking community, having
not been fully translated into English before, as far as the editor knows.
"Nilola Tesla: complete bibliography" (p. 349-351).
Great Lives in Graphics; Nikola Tesla is a graphic retelling of Nikola's story which gives children a colorful snapshot of his life and
the world he grew up in, while educating them on everything from alternating current to the power of the imagination. You may
already know that Nikola Tesla was an electrical engineer, but did you know that he was born during a lightning storm? Or that he
had a phobia of pearls? Great Lives in Graphics reimagines the lives of extraordinary people in vivid technicolor, presenting 250+
fascinating facts in a new and exciting way. It takes the essential dates and achievements of each person's life, mixes them with
lesser-known facts and trivia, and uses infographics to show them in a fresh visual way that is genuinely engaging for children and
young adults. The result is a colorful, fascinating and often surprising representation of that person's life, work and legacy. Using
timelines, maps, repeated motifs and many more beautiful and informative illustrations, readers learn not just about the main
subject of the book but also about the cultural background of the time they lived in.
As a child, Nikola Tesla saw a picture of a waterfall and imagined an invention that would harness the water's energy. Decades
later, he invented the water wheel. Learn about this innovative inventor, who changed the world of electricity.
Awakening Your Inner Genius
Pi, Time and Nikola Tesla 369
Where the Hell Is Tesla? a Novel
The Man Who Invented the Twentieth Century
The Story of Nikola Tesla
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